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Jack CappellinoMay 7, 2019 at 9:31 am thanks for your tutorial. but when I try to run your code Im getting an error message. Q. When I move my mouse over the Script Info tab, I get two lines of code in the text area. Q. I cannot pass dataminsterror codes to the python script. Michael
May 6, 2019 at 11:30 am Well I have a similar problem I am trying to use a new add on tool called dataminer-studio-3 and get the following error message. Start - Ok - Crackeend - Delete Also, I downloaded the "Studio Office 365 - Service Pack 1" I ran the setup program and it never
asked for a password, I clicked on the "next" button and setup downloaded and installed Datamine Studio 3. Because it is the only option of the top three I did install it. The site for it is here: I went to the forums but their computer is not set up to host. From the error message I get by
clicking on the Script Info tab, I get the following 2 lines in the text box. ERROR: while data-mining at line 1 ERROR: no mined rows found I can't open notepad after I run the code and before the report is generated. This was an issue I had with the first version of the code. I tried your
suggestions and I get the same error message. I tried changing my system files line1 and line2 to include the file location. Changed the datamining server to port 3030 and no results, My goal is to have datamining in the future when I was not able to do it in time. I posted this in their
forums but haven't heard any responses to my pleas for help. I would really like to use this datamine studio tool but am not having any success. 20th place is me. :) April 29, 2019 at 11:48 am I have the same problem. I am running windows 7 on a lappie. The first time I did run the
following code I got the error message Error: while data-mining at line 1 Error: no mined rows found I tried changing my system files line1 and line2 to include the file location with no success. I went to the forum to post this problem, nothing but does 6d1f23a050
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